
 

 GE7: Molecules of Life 

Enzymes 

 

The highly specialized proteins which catalyse biological reactions are known as enzymes. 

Enzymes have extraordinary catalytic power, they have a high degree of specificity for their 

substrates, they accelerate chemical reactions tremendously, and they function in aqueous 

solutions under very mild conditions of temperature and pH.  

 

With the exception of a small group of catalytic RNA molecules, all enzymes are proteins. 

Their catalytic activity depends on the integrity of their native protein conformation. If an 

enzyme is denatured or dissociated into its subunits, catalytic activity is usually lost. Thus the 

primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structures of protein enzymes are essential to 

their catalytic activity. 

In 1897 Eduard Buchner discovered that yeast extracts could ferment sugar to alcohol. 

Frederick W. Kühne called these molecules enzymes. 

 

Ribozymes– The enzymes which are RNA in nature are called ribozymes. Generally 

enzymes are protein in nature. Ribozymes were discovered by Cech in 1981.  

 

Holoenzyme – a complete, catalytically active enzyme together with its bound coenzymes 

and/or metal ions is called holoenzyme. 

 

Holoenzyme = Apoenzyme + cofactor 

 

Apoenzyme - the protein part of holoenzyme is called apoenzyme. It is inactive, activated by 

cofactor. 

 

Cofactors- Enzymes are composed of one or several polypeptide chains but many enzymes 

exhibit the catalytic activity only in association with certain non-protein substances. Such 

substances are called as cofactors.  

They are necessary for protein to act as an enzyme. They can be considered helper molecule 

that assist in biochemical transformations. 

 

  



 

Cofactor can be of two types: 

(1) Inorganic ions such as Fe2+, Mg2+, Mn2+, or Zn2+   

(2)  Complex organic molecules (coenzyme and prosthetic groups) 

 

 

Inorganic ions- Metal ions are electron pair acceptors (Lewis acid).They can coordinate with 

the groups present on the enzyme causing them to align in a specific geometry which helps in 

achieving optimum catalysis. 

 

 

Coenzymes– they are small organic molecules that are required by certain enzymes to carry 

out catalysis. They are the organic compounds whose association with the apoenzyme last for 

a short period of time usually occurring during the course of catalysis.  

 

Coenzymes Vitamin Precursor Reaction 

1. NAD+/NADH B3(Niacin) Oxidation- Reduction 

2. FAD/FADH2 B2 (Riboflavin) Oxidation- Reduction 

3. TPP B1(Thiamine) Acyl Group Transfer 



 

4. BIOTIN Biotin Carboxylation 

5. Coenzyme A Pantothenic Acid Acyl Group Transfer 

 

Prosthetic groups: These are cofactors tightly bound to an enzyme at all times. E.g. Heme 

group in cytochrome. 

 

 

Nomenclature and classification of enzymes 

 

Many enzymes have common names that provide little information about the reactions that 

they catalyze.  

For example, a proteolytic enzyme secreted by the pancreas is called trypsin. 

Most other enzymes are named for their substrates and for the reactions that they catalyze, 

with the suffix "ase" added.  

Thus, an ATPase is an enzyme that breaks down ATP, whereas ATP synthase is an enzyme 

that synthesizes ATP.  

 

To bring some consistency to the classification of enzymes, in 1964 the International Union 

of Biochemistry (IUB) established an Enzyme Commission to develop a nomenclature for 

enzymes. Reactions were divided into six major groups numbered 1 through 6. The 6 types of 

enzymes are oxidoreductases (EC 1), transferases (EC 2), hydrolases (EC 3), lyases (EC 4), 

isomerases (EC 5), ligases (EC 6). 

 

Classification of enzymes 

 



 

 

These six groups were subdivided and further subdivided, so that a four-digit number 

preceded by the letters EC for Enzyme Commission could precisely identify all enzymes. 

The EC number is made up of four components separated by full stops.  

The first identifies the class of reaction catalysed.  

The second number (the subclass) generally contains information about the type of compound 

or group involved. 

The third number, the sub-subclass, further specifies the type of reaction involved.  

The fourth is a serial number that is used to identify the individual enzyme within a sub-

subclass.  

e.g. Alcohol dehydrogenases (ADH) (EC 1.1.1.1) 


